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ABSTRACT

This paper presents an object based Geographical Information Systems for Transportation (GIS-T) data model for road maintenance in Uganda. It is a result of a PhD undertaking whose main objective was to develop a framework within which the use of Geographic Information Technologies could be enhanced as decision support tools for road infrastructure maintenance in Uganda. The model is based on data requirements of the road maintenance sector and is a means towards establishing standards for geographical datasets. This was accomplished through identification of road maintenance data requirements, review of organisational reports, workshop proceedings, organisational terms of reference for various projects, understanding and consideration of the Information Quality Levels (IQL) and a review of existing data models and standards in transportation. The presented conceptual and logical data models for road maintenance are based on concepts of dynamic segmentation (dynseg) and linear referencing. Essential to adoption of the proposed model is the understanding of the transportation network of the country. The underlying requirement for implementation of the model is the choice of GIS software with the full set of dynseg tools.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The maintenance of a country’s transport network is pivotal to the overall infrastructural development of that nation. In Uganda however, there are several cases of poor transport services caused by the bad state of roads. Road maintenance has since proved ad hoc until recently when appreciation for preventive maintenance is underway and plans of making it a priority are in place. As the road features are geographically located, the use of Geographical Information Technologies (GITs) in collecting, managing and analysing road condition is paramount. And yet, these technologies are underutilized in the road maintenance sector of the country. This paper is a result of research aimed at accentuating the use of GITs for Road Infrastructure Maintenance (RIM) in Uganda. GITs are specialised Information and Communications Technologies (ICT) that are useful in collecting, managing and analysing Geographical Information (GI) for decision making purposes. Despite the tremendous advances in GITs, the country has failed to institutionalise these technologies. These technologies include but are not limited to Geographical Information Systems (GIS), Remote Sensing (RS) and Global Positioning Systems (GPS). GIS are powerful computer-based tools for integrating and analyzing spatial data from multiple sources. GPSs are accurate worldwide navigational and surveying facilities based on the reception of signals from approximately 24 orbiting satellites which were placed into the orbit by the U.S. Department of Defense in the 1970s (Mintsis and Basbas, et al 2004). RS is the acquisition of information about an object or phenomenon, without making physical contact with the object. It is the detecting of the earth’s surface from satellites and airplanes by making use of the properties
of electromagnetic waves emitted, reflected or diffracted by the sensed objects (Ehrensperger and Wyman et al. 2007). There are various initiatives in which the above technologies have been used to collect and manage data for road maintenance decision support in Uganda. However, these initiatives have either ended prematurely or their expectations have not been realised. Examples of these projects include the Management Information System (MIS) that was intended to assist the District, Urban and Community access road authorities in the management of the roads in their jurisdictions. Kampala City Council, now Kampala City Council Authority (KCCA), in 2003 housed a capacity building project where GIS was used to collect and manage relevant information on Kampala city roads. This project ended prematurely. And yet there has not been research on ground that is investigating the challenges faced by the use of these technologies.

Other specific objectives of the study were to access the gaps and limitations to GIT initiatives for road maintenance and to develop a methodological framework for enhancing the use of GITs in RIM. One of the limitations earmarked was the absence of standards for geographical datasets. Data standards are considered to come by easy from models of the entire structure of required data. The scope of this paper is presentation of a model for the structure of road maintenance data. The model was developed based on the principles of dynamic segmentation and linear referencing.

2.0 METHODS
Identification of the road maintenance data requirements was mainly through document and datasets review, observations and interviews. Interviews were also conducted to generate an in depth understanding of the processes of decision making for road maintenance. A broad picture of the data requirements involved was obtained. This was combined with reviews of organisational reports, workshop proceedings, organisational terms of reference for various projects, etc. An understanding and consideration of the Information Quality Levels (IQL) data categories was made. IQL correlate to the degree of sophistication required for decision making and the methods for collecting and processing the data (Bennett and Chamorro et al. 2007). This entailed generating knowledge of the various data views at the different levels of decision making. Also, a review of existing data models and standards in transportation was made. Reference is made to Kayondo and Bax et al. (2011). This was linked to an assessment of the existing data models within road maintenance organisations in the sector. The different data structures, attributes of the road as the transportation feature of interest, etc. were analysed. Field visits and observations were cyclically conducted. Lastly, in a workshop attended by personnel from the organisations in road maintenance, aspects of the proposed data model were presented and discussed. This harmonised position let to the conceptual and logical data models presented herein.

2.1 Dynamic Segmentation
Dynamic Segmentation (dynseg) is the process of computing the location of events along a linear feature, the road in this case. As documented by Kennedy and Shalaby et al. (2000), the usefulness of the road maintenance data can be greatly enhanced by applying a segmentation procedure to produce uniform and consistent sections. Butler and Dueker (1998) comment and advice accordingly that “Individual agencies can use whatever methods they desire to segment and attribute highways and other transportation features. However, such customized approaches preclude easy data sharing with other potential users. The first step in facilitating data sharing is to adopt a uniform way of identifying maintenance required transport facilities. To do this, user needs of the participating organisations need to be translated into a data model as a first step to reach consensus on the database design and
data sharing standards”. Dynseg has been earmarked as effective in highlighting these consistent segments. It is a way of referencing linear attribute data on demand, based on a variable segmentation of a single network. The dynseg process imposes two requirements on the data; 1: Each event in an event table must include a unique identifier and position along a linear feature and 2: Each linear feature must have a unique identifier and measurement system.

2.2 Location Referencing
The road condition data necessary for road maintenance decision making should refer to specific points or sections of the road. Reference to these points and sections is a prerequisite for planning strategies to undertake maintenance. Since roads and geographically placed, geographical reference to these locations is paramount. Equally important and fundamental is the geographical location of the entire road in consideration within the jurisdiction context. “Location referencing is the singularly most important consideration in conducting a survey. Unless the data are properly referenced, they will be of limited use in making management decisions.” (Bennett and Solminihac, 2006) Location referencing is a very important aspect of road maintenance systems. It enables the user to, precisely locate an object along the road and correctly reference the objects to each other in the database (HTC, 2002). There are majorly two ways of locating location of features on the road network; linear and spatial location referencing.

2.2.1 Linear Referencing
The linear referencing system of a road is the foundation to the location and analysis of events on the road network. It locates information on a linear feature using a single relative position on the feature by giving an address consisting of a distance and direction from a known point location. It is the process of identifying location(s) on a network or specific link in a network by specifying a start position, direction and distance (Smith and Harkey et al 2001). Various linear referencing methods exist, for example, location can be given in terms of kilometre point method (measured from the start of the road), kilometre post method (measures from a physical km post) reference point method (distance from known physical reference object along the road), reference post method (distance from well-established reference stations) and the link node method. The link node method is a special implementation of the generic referencing system. The nodes refer to specific logical locations on the roads and the links are logical sections between the nodes. It is a special application of the reference point method where permanent features e.g. bridges, intersections, road junctions, etc. are given node numbers.

2.2.2 Spatial Referencing
Under spatial referencing, the position of reference points and sections on the road is expressed in terms of a set of spatial coordinates. GPS data is commonly used to spatially reference roads and other linear networks objects. Dynamically linking the spatial and linear reference methods should therefore become essential in the road information system. Even though many of the road condition attributes require a position which can be spatially referenced, the basic rule for GPS referencing is that “only those data which are most suited to spatial referencing should be spatially referenced” (HTC, 2002). In principle, spatial referencing should not take over linear referencing! The two-dimension coordinates are hard to obtain and hard to match the maps (Zhu and Jiang, 2009), and since the transportation network is linear, attribute information is stored on some road sections and points, so one-dimension linear reference system is suffice to be adopted as the method of reference to this attribute information. Spatial referencing is generally required for: reference stations and
other key referencing features, the road centreline, off road objects, such as signs, which cannot be referenced using displacements and offsets (HTC, 2002). Other emergent road features that may need to be communicated for ease of location either as reports of critical road condition (like very big potholes) or as events during the implementation of road maintenance works may also require spatial referencing. These however also need linear locational reference as a complement.

3.0 CONCEPTUAL DATA MODEL
The success of GIS is highly dependent on information structure analysis and conceptual data modelling (Demirel, 2002). In reality, there are numerous views that result into conceptual models. Figure 1 shows the levels of data modelling, and points to the several views from which a conceptual data model can be taken. The choice of which presentation to use at this stage depends on what data is being modelled, the modeller and in other circumstances, the audience.

The view taken for the study is presented using an Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD). Figure 2 shows the proposed conceptual data model for road maintenance in Uganda. Basically, three groups of entities are modelled. The road’s network, the point and line events that exist on it. Clearly from the figure these three entities are distinguished.

![Figure 1: Conceptual Data Model - Entity Relationship Diagram](source)
4.0 LOGICAL DATA MODEL

The logical data model took the form of an object relational data model. This was intended to balance between the combined advantages of the concepts of objects and methods from the object oriented model and those from relations of the entity relationship models. The relational data model has superiority in effecting standard queries using the standard query language (SQL). Additionally, it accommodates database versioning, is secure, widespread and mature on the market. Object oriented modelling on the other hand allows for the generation of complex objects with user defined data types based on defined business rules. With an object oriented database, the amount of data in the GIS database is quite large compared with others systems. This is envisaged to make the system performance low. The design of a combined object relational data model to benefit from the relational database technology that is available across a variety of platforms was fundamental. Furthermore, object oriented data modelling offers advantages of enhanced abstraction concepts, simplicity in interfacing with other data sources and providing solutions for generalised problems. Within the object relational data model, complex data structures can be stored using the concepts of entity relationships in relational data models. In effect, the model is strong in performing queries of complex structured data. These model types are quite handy in GIS because of their searching capabilities, multi user support and handling complex data. Since majority of the existing databases in the study area were relational, and yet object oriented data modelling possess superior advantages of providing solutions to identified problem areas, a hybrid object relational data model was considered for the sector. It has enhanced spatial query opportunities that can be easily performed since the complex objects are stored in tables each with their object identifiers.

ESRI provides data model templates for use, extension and adoption to various systems. Its ArcGIS software provides the capability for logical data models in UML to be directly transferred into an object relational model named Geodatabase using CASE tools. Besides logically documenting the various classes from the conceptual data model, the ESRI provided template for logical data modelling was used. Figure 3 shows the proposed logical data model for the sector.

The model was based on 5 business rules guided by the mandate and objectives of the organisations involved in road infrastructure maintenance. These rules include;

1. Emphasis of the model is on the events that occur on the transportation system. The geographic datum, links and nodes that form the base network are only inferred.
2. The point and linear events on the road as the transportation feature are located using a linear location referencing system based on a cumulative distance offset, referred to as chainage, from the beginning point of the road section.
3. Only one linear referencing system is used to relate point and linear events to the road.
4. All events must be related to the road; i.e., exist on, at, or adjacent to the road.
5. Because of the complexity in implementing Many to many (*...*) relationships, they have been avoided in the model

The multiplicity in the model is explained in table 1.

<p>| Table 1: Multiplicity Explained |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0..1</td>
<td>Zero or one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>One only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0..*</td>
<td>Zero or more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1..*</td>
<td>One or more</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the logical model, we identify with a total of 17 classes namely; Road, Jurisdiction, MaintenanceRecord, Line On Going Activities, Unpaved Road Condition, Paved Road condition, Traffic Volume, Bridge, Culvert, Photo dataset, Video dataset, Road Surface Type, Road Sign, Black Spot, Road Office, point On Going Activities and location Reference Point Feature. The road is the route class of the model on which the linear and point event objects are located. The MaintenanceRecord, Road office and Jurisdiction are referenced directly to the road. The Unpaved and Paved road condition classes are subclasses of the Road Surface Type. Each of the classes has a couple of named attributes with assigned data types.

### 5.0 THOUGHTS ON IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PHYSICAL DATA MODEL

A common understanding of the transportation system in Uganda is the backbone to using this proposed model. An explicit definition and documentation of the anchor points and sections that define the road network of the country is fundamental. These should be inclusive in the location referencing points feature dataset. This requires uniform and agreed mechanisms of defining road sections. Dueker and Butler (1999) propose the use of pavement type, functional type, jurisdiction, and intersections to define logical sections so as to create discrete transportation features according to some business interest. Specific locations for the beginning and ending point measures for linear objects should be assigned and documented accordingly.

The ability to access and use tools that can manage and query linearly referenced data in GIS is quite critical especially now, as the use of GIS in transportation (GIS-T) agencies is being advocated for. A GIS platform that supports dynseg will be ideal. Not all GIS have the capability to perform analyses based on dynseg. The choice of the GIS platform should take this into consideration. Most users with ArcView, Geomedia and other desktop GIS software do not have access to the full set of dynseg tools (Sutton and Wyman, 2000). However, ESRI’s ArcGIS and Intergraph have dynseg data models in their software.

### 6.0 CONCLUSIONS

The essence of the developed model is to perform spatial analysis to aid decision making in road maintenance operations. It is the linear referencing system that allows dynseg capabilities to be implemented on the road network. Linear referencing and dynseg together provide the user with the ability to perform spatial analysis. The existence of a GIS-T data model is a drive to enhancing the use of GITs in road maintenance. It is a step towards standardising datasets for the sector. However, an in depth assessment on the software to adopt for the organisation is a requirement before assuming the proposed data model.
Even though developed from the ESRI provided UNETRANS data model template as acknowledged in the paper, this proposed model is generic and can be adapted by any GIS vendor with dynseg capabilities.
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